TRANSAT JACQUES VABRE NORMANDIE LE HAVRE 2021
Sustainability charter
A pioneer in determining its impact on the environment, the Transat Jacques Vabre
Normandie Le Havre wishes to continue working with all its stakeholders in order to
further reduce its impact on the environment and develop synergies with its territories,
industries and communities to contribute to a more sustainable future.
The objective of the sustainability charter is to complement the sustainability appendix
and to indicate the good practices that participants in this event must adopt. Actions will
be put in place by the organization to support the teams in their approach on various
subjects (transport, sailing back to the French mainland,...), these actions will be
communicated later.
Boat building
- In order to better understand the overall impact of the event, we would like to
collaborate with projects carrying out life cycle analysis studies during the
construction of their boats to understand their environmental footprints. If you
have data to share, please contact the organization :
emilie.llorens@transatjacquesvabre.com.
Maintenance
- The skippers pledge to use cleaning products that respect the environment.
Logistics and shore operations
- Each team is committed to favoring the use of active mobility options for journeys
in Le Havre and Martinique and to using public or shared transport to reach Le
Havre.
- Any catering activity undertaken by the teams will endeavour to comply with the
catering charter communicated by the organizer.

Waste
- Each team undertakes to minimize the waste generated at the event and to sort it
in accordance with the organizer's sorting instructions.
- Each team strives to provide an end-of-life / recovery plan for post-TJV
consumables (sails / ropes / clothing) and will be able to work with the
organization on the recovery of these consumables.
- The teams endeavour to communicate to the organization if a large amount of
'special' waste will be produced in the departure or arrival villages (composite
materials, paint, etc.) and will work with the organization to best determine the end
of life of these materials.
Logistics and operations at sea
- Teams are encouraged to develop collaborations with other teams involved in the
event (in their class or other) in order to work collectively to reduce the event's
footprint (transport, storage, passenger boats, pooling of jobs,...).
Awareness
- The teams undertake to educate their partner(s) in order to apply best practice
during their activation (village and / or hospitality stand).
- The teams are invited to develop social actions within the framework of the
Transat Jacques Vabre Normandie Le Havre ( education, engagement with
children, etc.) If you have projects or if you wish to make yourself available for
actions organized by the organizer please inform us by email
(emilie.llorens@transatjacquesvabre.org).
Inclusion and diversity
- The teams must ensure that all events organized independently meet the
accessibility criteria of the Transat Jacques Vabre Normandie Le Havre, so that
they are accessible and user friendly to all.

I certify that I have read and I undertake to respect the commitments of the Transat
Jacques Vabre Normandie Le Havre 2021 sustainable development charter.
For the boat :
Class :
Signature skipper

Signature co-skipper

